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AN EXCITING NEW RACING  
FORMAT  FOR PWD’s 

 

Commonwealth Liberty C’ship  
An international regatta for  

people of all abilities.  
A new concept in elite racing  
for sailors with a disability. 
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SPORTING HISTORY 

 

Andrew Hartley made sporting 
history when he competed in the 
IFDS Dinghy Worlds in January.  
Never before has a ventilated 

quadriplegic competed in a World 
Championship event 
—IN ANY SPORT 
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Ahoy everyone ,  
              Well, can you believe that it is al-
most Easter ?  Seems like yesterday that we 
were preparing for Christmas. 
              Our IFDS Dinghy World regatta has 
come and gone, leaving a warm memory of 
admiration to all the competitors and or-
ganisors.  The organising club of the re-
gatta, Blairgowrie Yacht Squadron, should 
be heartily congratulated for their out-
standing commitment to ensure the Worlds 
was a fantastic event.  I believe that BYS has 
set a new standard in the organisation of re-
gattas for severely disabled sailors. 
              Congratulations go to Dan Fitz-
gibbon, the first ever IFDS Single Person 
World  Champion.  Dan’s sailing expertise 
was well evident.  As World Champion, Dan 
won a Liberty with servo controls.  Well 
done Dan….. And also congratulations to 
Zoltan Pegan, who  won Fleet B with a 
clean sweep of 8 out of 8 races. 
              Over the coming months IFDS will 
decide on a new discipline for the 2008 
Paralympics in Beijing.  Two test events are 
planned, the Single Person Dinghy Worlds 
at Blairgowrie that was held in January sail-
ing the Liberty, and in March, the Two Per-
son Worlds in Florida sailing the Martin16. 
              These are exciting times for the fu-
ture development of disabled sailing around 
the world. We will keep you informed as to 
decisions made  by IFDS. 
              Please keep your stories coming 
and share your achievements and happi-
ness with everyone. 
                                                               Jackie 

FROM JACKIE  
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WORLDWIDE DEVELOPMENT 
OF ACCESSIBLE SAILING 

Horizon Sailmakers 
Correct Address:   
2 Noyes Street, Sandringham,   
Victoria   Australia   3191 
Ph: 03 9598 4666   Fax:  03 9598 4644 

Access Dinghy Telltales  
Distribution 

To alleviate the soaring cost of postage and 
printing, and to facilitate easy and wide distribu-
tion, Telltales is now available in PDF format, 
downloadable from http://www.accessdinghy.
org/newsletters.htm  There is also an email ver-
sion, suitable for distribution to all your club 
members.  If you wish to receive notification of 
Tel lta les by emai l p lease contact 
jackie@accessdinghy.org with details of your 
email address.  

FROM PAGE 1 
              A key factor to the successful development of sailing for 
people with disabilities, is that sailing programmes should be 
SAFE, ACCESSIBLE, AFFORDABLE, FUN and EASY to people with 
any sort of disability.  The 200 “accessible” sailing programmes 
around the world promote the successful “sailing for everyone” 
philosophy in which hundreds of thousands of sailors of all abili-
ties participate each year.  
              What is different about these programmes?  The con-
cept is simple.  Any “non sailor” is disabled in the sailing world, 
whether they be able bodied or with a disability.  If sailing or-
ganisations used inexpensive and uncomplicated boats of uni-
versal design they would bring an enormous number of new-
comers into the sport.  And because universal design means they 
can be sailed by anyone regardless of ability, there would be to-
tally integrated and inclusive programmes where people with 
any sort of disability could simply join in. This is a win-win solu-
tion, but unfortunately it escapes the understanding of most sail-
ing administrators.  
                In the past, designers have ignored the needs of anyone 
who is not a right-handed, physically fit male, of average body 
size and aged between 18 and 45. Yet by 2050, it is projected 
that this group will make up less than 15% of the population - so, 
what about the other 85% of the population who do not fit 
these "normal" design parameters ?  
              In an ideal world, access should not disadvantage any-
one  With the rapid ageing of the world's population, we must 
begin to address the issues that exclude a large % of individuals.  
Many problems experienced today regarding access have come 
about because of the acceptance of ineffectual design.  
                Access Dinghies address these issues by embracing peo-
ple of ALL abilities and all ages, attracting sailors between 3 and 
93, with 50+% of participants being female in general club activi-
ties….. and let’s not ignore all those kids around the world born 
with a disability, and the millions of people in developing nations 
who are social outcasts because of disability.   
 

            Unless things are done differently, then nothing 
will change. Sailing will remain an elitist, expensive and 
technically difficult sport, available only to those who are 
lucky enough to live in the wealthier and developed na-
tions.  Use inexpensive boats of universal design and  new 
programmes will blossom all over the world, welcoming all 
comers to sailing.   
 

http://www.accessdinghy.org/all/universal_design.htm 
http://www.accessdinghy.org/all/accessible_sailing.htm 
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THE MUM’S HAVE THE FINAL SAY….. 
Jessica’s mum, Linda  -  A great opportunity for the kids to feel the 
freedom of sailing.  Jessie loves the sailing and has learnt a lot. 
Ryan’s mum, Nicole  -  I felt so proud to see my son, aged 3 sailing 
this afternoon.  To see him on the water having such a wonderful time 
has made my day.  Thank you Sailability. 
Shane’s mum, Jean  -  My son experiences freedom and control with 
this wonderful activity…. and I as a parent experience pride and joy 
that my son has this opportunity. 
Conrad’s mum, Michelle  -  Fantastic activity that  Conrad loves.  
Lovely staff and a wonderful caring environment. 

    “BEES IN A BOTTLE” GO SAILING 
Sonia Tobin, & Scott Grant, Recreation Officers 

Department of Ageing Disability & Home Care 

The Sailability Program at 
Rowland Reserve in Pittwater has 
been a joint initiative between 
Sailability Pittwater and the De-
partment of Ageing Disability and 
Home Care for four years. This 
program has gone through a num-
ber of changes over the years it 
has been operating. Initially the 
program targeted adults with in-
tellectual disabilities living in the 
community and in group residen-
tial settings on the Northern 
Beaches. Following the success of 
this program we expanded the 
program to include Northern 
Beaches school age children and 
more recently have started an 
early intervention group, aged be-
tween 2½ and 5 years, for chil-
dren with disabilities. 
            We have a wonderful 
group of Sailability Pittwater vol-
unteers that share their time and 
skills between 11am and 6pm every 
second Wednesday. Often these 
volunteers have many years of 
sailing experience and this has 

lead to some fantastic achieve-
ments for the participants of the 
program. Some of the 32 partici-
pants attending are now sailing 
independently, while others are 
just as happy to experience their 
time “at sea” with assistance – en-
joying the breeze in their face, 
the rocking of the boat, the activ-
ity of other yachts and launches. 
Some participants enjoy setting 
the boats up and helping with the 
rigging and washing of the boats, 
where others save their energy to 
start up massive water fights 
where no one is spared. We also 
have a great group of parents 
that help with the packing away of 
the boats and some that are even 
learning to sail themselves so they 
can help out with the program. 
Best of all it is a day where fun is 
had by all people of all ages 
whether they are three years old 
or 80!   Thankyou so much Sail-
ability Pittwater for making this 
great day out. 
 

sailability.org/au/pittwater 
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2004 IFDS SINGLE PERSON DINGHY CHAMPIONSHIP 

           The 2004 IFDS Single Person 
Dinghy World Championship was a 
regatta like no other.  Over a ten day 
period during January, twenty-two of 
the world’s most disabled sailors as-
sembled in Australia to demonstrate 
their sailing expertise, their courage 
and their passion for life.  In doing so, 
they quickly earned the admiration of 
all who were privileged to share their 
celebration of ability.   
              Spectators, volunteers, race 
officials and friends, marvelled as 
these inspirational sailors took to the 
waters of Port Phillip Bay from the 
Blairgowrie Yacht Squadron, in condi-
tions varying from calm waters with 
ghosting breezes and strong tidal 
flows, to 25 knot winds with one me-
tre waves.   

For this extraordinary Champi-
onship to proceed a multitude of ex-
traordinary challenges were identi-
fied and overcome.  The sailors them-
selves presented the major challenge.  
Their varying physical abilities were a 
major test as sailors were secured into 
seats so their bodies would remain 
stable while sailing at 45 degrees an-
gle of heel.  With many sailors having 
no upper body stability or strength 
they would have been incapable of 
righting themselves if they had fallen 
sideways.     

To conduct a World event is a 
challenge for any club, regardless of 
the sport.  But to include the dimen-
sion that all twenty-two competitors 
are classed as “severely” or “very se-
verely” disabled, all using wheel-
chairs, in a format that had never 
been tried or tested, anybody could 
be forgiven for putting this regatta in 
the “too hard basket”.   However the 

Blairgowrie Yacht Squadron (BYS), not only agreed to run the 
event, but did so to such a high standard that they set an exem-
plary benchmark for future disabled sailing events. Congratula-
tions and a hearty thanks to everyone who assisted at BYS. 

Congratulations to Dan Fitzgibbon (Qld) and Zoltan 
Pegan (NSW), winning their respective Fleet divisions, with Dan 
gaining the World Champion title and the prize of an Access Lib-
erty with servo controls.  The Access Dinghy Foundation heartily 
congratulates all the competitors and the volunteers for making 
this first Single Person WORLD Championship a resounding suc-
cess.   

RESULTS 

Skipper From Total 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

FLEET A           

Daniel Fitzgibbon QLD Aus 7 1  1 1 [5] 1 1 1 1 

Bento Amaral Portugal 21 2 3 [6] 3 2 4 5 2 

Craig Scanlan NSW Aus 25 5 2 2 4 3 5 4 [14F] 

Colin Johanson VIC Aus 33 4 9 3 2 5 7 3 [14S] 

Mat Brown WA Aus 37 11 10 [12] 1 4 2 2 7 

Ame Barnbrook NSW Aus 37 3 4 [10] 6 6 8 6 4 

Fernando Pereira Portugal 39 6 7 4 7 [10] 3 7 5 

Andrew Hartley SA Aus 48 7 6 5 10 8 [10] 9 3 

Lindsay Dalmon NSW Aus 54 10 5 [11] 8 7 6 8 10 

Herb Meyer USA 61 8 8 9 9 [11] 9 9G 9 

Panayotis Tsinganis Greece 69 13 [13] 7 11 9 11 12 6 

Brendan Hain QLD Aus 72 9 11 8 [14F] 13 12 11 8 

Simon Harle UK 89 12 12 14F 12 12 13 14F [14F] 

FLEET B           

Zoltan Pegan NSW Aus 7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 [1] 

Peter Thompson ACT Aus 15 2 2 3 2 2 [3] 2 2 

Craig Clarke NSW Aus 24 3 [7] 2 3 3 4 3 6 

Maryanne Ireland NSW Aus 27 [6] 4 5 4 5 2 4 3 

Yoko Sone Japan 29 4 3 4 5 4 5 [6] 4 

Neil Ashman SA Aus 39 5 [10F] 6 6 6 6 5 5 

Hiroshi Oda Japan 49 8 6 7 [8] 7 7 7 7 

Wendy Evans NSW Aus 51 7 5 8 7 [9] 8 8 8 

Wayne Crabbe SA Aus 61 9 8 9 9 8 9 9 [9] 



 

. . . fun off the water 
Access Dinghy Trustee, Grahme Rayner spent 3 days taking com-
petitors, volunteers & friends for rides on his Harley with side- 
car.  In March, Grahme will crew for Dan Fitzgibbon in the IFDS 
Two Person Worlds in St. Pete’s.  ADF wishes Dan and Grahme the 
very best of luck in Florida.  Go get ‘em boys. 
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SAILED AT BLAIRGOWRIE, 13-22 JANUARY  

Regatta Memorable Moments…………... 
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first World Single Person Champion – Dan Fitzgibbon 
“Being a World Champion in the sport of sailing has occupied my mind for as long as I 
can remember. From when I was learning to sail to when I was in national champion-
ships, it was what I thought about, maybe one day. After my accident it seemed an 
impossibility until I heard about this regatta……..  I would like to thank all the volun-
teers for their extraordinary efforts. They kept the regatta running smoothly and 
the boats on the water.  And I would like to thank all the people who have supported 
me over the years and have kept their faith in me, thank you.” 

. . . . . . .  fun on the water  - a picture paints a 1000 words 

 

dolphins played 
amongst the fleet   
 

The dolphins arrived on the 
first day of sailing and stayed 
for the entire regatta – an 
omen for a magnificent event ?    
DEFINITELY  

 

Lindsday Dalmon 
of Sailability 
Pittwater. 
“I hope this event 
has shown the 
world that there 
is a place in 
world competi-
tion for people 
like myself. “ 
 

 most appreciated speech . . . . 
Closing Ceremony.  IFDS Technical Delegate, Phil Vardy . 

“Disabled people almost never get to experience being alone.  Severely disabled peo-
ple cannot live their lives except by interacting with other people.  In 1941 Churchill wrote 
to Roosevelt, ‘put you confidence in us, give us your faith and your blessing. We shall not 
fall, we shall not weaken or tire, and we will finish the job.’ 
              So who provides the tools to allow disabled people to finish the job?  Today, here at 
Blairgowrie, this is where the tools have been provided by a kinaesthetic genius, an anti-
social, rude, eccentric, badly dressed, silent, acerbic, blunt, gauche, wonderful human being, 
who’s main genius in life is an absolute dedication to equity for all the people who’s lives 
touch his, and whom he touches.  There is no person that I know so committed to justice and 
equity for disabled people.  Ladies and Gentlemen it is worth embarrassing Chris Mitchell.” 

the prize for innovation goes to  . . . . 
Keith Hobbs, Chairman, Canada Yachting Association’s Disabled Sailing Committee. He 
wanted to go on the lay day Wineries tour, but the there were no seats available on the bus... so 
he brought his own – a shower chair borrowed from the accommodation.  The chair was buck-
led down like a wheelchair and  Keith spent the day sitting on the shower chair in the bus. 

RIGHT:  Ame Barnbook (sidecar), John Gordon (coach) & Grahme 
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SPORTING HISTORY MADE AT BLAIRGOWRIE 

              During May, Singapore Disability Sports Council will run a 
Racing Skills Workshop to further develop the knowledge and experi-
ence of sailors with a disability. It is anticipated that twenty partici-
pants will attend from programmes within Singapore and neighbour-
ing countries.   Workshop coach is Access Dinghy Foundation Trustee, 
Zoltan Pegan.  As Australian & International AD Champion for nu-
merous years, and more recently winner of Fleet B in the IFDS Dinghy 

                On Sunday 15 February, around forty blind and vision impaired 
clients of the Royal Blind Society had their first experience of small dinghy 
sailing at a come-and-try day run by Sailability Dobroyd on Iron Cove. In 
ideal 10 knot winds, Sailability Volunteers launched and skippered six of 
their Access 2.3 and 303 dinghies and hosted a barbecue for sailors and 
friends in what was evidently a most exhilarating experience for the new 
sailors. 
                RBS was delighted to be involved with this opportunity for their 
clients. Sue Small, Metropolitan Area Manager for RBS said “Our vision is that 
blindness and vision impairment is no longer a barrier to full participation in 
the community. This was a chance for our clients to try something that they 
may not otherwise have had the opportunity to try, along with their friends 
and family members.     www.sailability.org/au/dobroyd 

SAILABILITY DOBROYD 
Mike Cumming   

 

A REGIONAL RACING SKILLS CLINIC 
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ODE TO OUR SAILORS  
When Wednesday are fine  
And the wind is slight  
 

We head to the Waterfront  
With sheer delight  
 

We put our trust in those who know  
And thanks to them, we have a go  
 

Warm wishes at Christmas never fail  
To our volunteers who help us sail 
 

By Pauline,  
sailor with Sailability Geelong 
Victoria   Australia 

When Andrew Hartley of South Australia, competed in the 2004 IFDS 
Single Person Dinghy World Championship, he became the first venti-
lated quadriplegic in history to compete in a World championship 
event   -  at any sport..   
              This was confirmed by Chairman of International Boccia Com-
mission, Jim Thomson, advising “at international level we have not yet 
had a participant who has required to be ventilated.” 

…. WORDS FROM ANDREW 
            As a severely disabled person, to sail single-handed in a 
highly competitive environment was a wonderful opportunity.  The 
Liberty gave me a sense of freedom, exhilaration and most impor-
tantly safety that I don't experience in any other aspect of my 
life, giving me the opportunity to compete in the wonderful sport 
of sailing. The Liberty has opened up a whole new world for me be-
cause there is no other sport in which I can compete at any level. 
The Liberty gives severely disabled sailors an equal footing in a 
racing event and as such would be an ideal boat for the proposed 
Paralympic single-handed event. 
            Blairgowrie was a huge success. It should be recognised as 
a watershed for severely disabled sailors. If every future regatta 
was held in the same boats, using Blairgowrie as a model, no-one 
would complain too much.  I can’t wait for the next regatta. 

Worlds, Zoltan has a wealth of knowledge and 
experience to share.  Zoltan’s additional ex-
perience in competing in 2.4mR and Sonar 
will also be a great benefit participants.   
              The three day workshop  includes 
topics such as setting sails, rules and tactics.   
www.sdsc.org.sg 

 

ABOVE—Andrew’s electronic controller. 
As with his wheelchair, Andrew uses his chin to sail 
his boat.  The toggle steers left and right, sails in and 
out.  There is a magnet taped to Andrew’s chin.  He 
touches the magnetic reed switch to latch and 
unlatch the main and jib sheets for fine tuning of 
sails. 



 

cians and, finally, the marvellous stay at Melbourne pro-
vided new friends and a way of visit the old ones. 

The future… well very soon we will have about 
thirty 2.3 wide seat in Portugal and three Liberties. 
That’s a huge responsibility because we will have to 
make decisions about “sailing for all” and new demands 
such as competition, to increase the number of new dis-
abled sailors and deal with the high competition elite 
sailors that will emerge. 

The Portuguese Association of Adapted Sailing 
(APVA) is affiliated at the Portuguese Sailing Federation 
that in turn is affiliated at IFDS. Additionally, is also part of 
Sailability International by promoting sailing for all. There-
fore, since the beginning of our young association our aim 
was to include severe disabled potential sailors and avoid 
expensive sailing. Slowly but steady the number of our 
sailors increased together with the number of available 
boats.  
               Furthermore, during our first year, we have en-
dorsed a major movement towards demonstrations and 
divulgation based on the ACCESS class of boats and the 
result was the creation of groups located at : 
Algarve (CIMAV) 
Lisbon (Clube Náutico da Boa Esperança and Clube do 
               Mar da Expo),  
Nazaré (Cercina and Clube Náutico da Nazaré),  
Figueira da Foz (Clube Náutico da Figueira da Foz),  
Porto and Madeira Island (Clube Náutico do Funchal). 

However, our major event was the participation at 
the 1st ACCESS Liberty World Championship. In that meet-
ing our sailors ended up in second and seventh positions, 
i.e., overcoming all our previous expectations. Additionally, 
experience and knowledge were obtained for our techni-
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Portuguese Association of Adapted Sailing  

Bruno Valentim, Chairman  

ABOVE:  Portugese Team at Blairgowrie 
BELOW LEFT: Fernando  Pereira, 7th in Fleet A 

Australian Union CFMEU Assists 
 

The Construction Forestry Mining Energy Union 
is one of Australia’s largest and most effective trade un-
ions.  The CFMEU campaigns to improve the wages 
and conditions of its members.  It also has a reputation 
for being active in many broader community initiatives.   

The union has a full time Portuguese speaking 
organiser, Antonio Vicente who was born in Leiria in 
Central Portugal.  The union has thousands of Portu-
guese speaking building workers.  The Construction Di-
vision of the CFMEU in Sydney, co-ordinated by Anto-
nio is in the process of raising A$30,000 for Portugese 
sailors with a disability, purchasing a fleet of Access 
Dinghies to form a new branch of APVA in Lisbon.    

Portugese coach, Antonio Rosa, ensuring Bento is 
secure in the Liberty seat. 

Bento Amaral—competitor in IFDS Dinghy Worlds, Blairgowrie 

The 2004 IFDS Single Person World Championship was a great oppor-
tunity to exchange experiences with people with the same kind of dif-
ficulties, coming from different parts of the world and having the 
same will to sail. The Championship enabled us to compete at the 
highest level on our own in a single person boat which is at the same 
time safe and competitive. It was the first time I sailed a Liberty 
and I felt it was the most user-friendly boat I have ever sailed, even 
compared to the ones I sailed before my accident. Sailing at Blair-
gowrie was marvellous as it combined safe conditions with good and 
clear winds and very nice people. 



 

HERE IS YOUR FIRST TASTE OF TEAM RACING. 
STEVE BULMAN  —   DOCKLANDS YACHT CLUB 
              Remember when yacht racing was com-
pared with watching grass grow or paint drying?  
When the fleet was a collection of dots on the hori-
zon, unidentifiable. Courses were mysterious beats, 
runs, jibes, works, tight reaches, windwards and re-
turns, mostly out of sight of spectators.  
But that is all changing – team racing is revitalizing yacht racing!! 
 

              Here is a quick layman’s run down on team racing.  As the name im-
plies, there are no individual awards but only recognition of TEAM effort.   
It works like this: 
• 2 teams race against each other ie Six identical boats contest a heat. 
• Courses are always short, uncomplicated, best of all, should be well in 
sight of spectators. Races are often only 10 minute long, but be prepared to fit 
in a large number per day. 
• Lowest team score wins. The team with the most number of wins in a 
series or regatta wins, the numerical score is only used to decide count-backs. 
(It gets a bit tricky at this point, but you can always refer to the blue book.) 
• Race programs can be worked out so that any number of teams can 
compete in either a day or over a series, but it is ideal to have each team com-
pete against each other team the same number of times. 
 

Andrew Hartley, South Aust  —competitor 2004 IFDS Dinghy Worlds  
I grew up team racing and my Dad is responsible for introducing dinghy 
team racing to SA, if not the whole country. It is very exciting and a fan-
tastic spectator sport.  It's an art though.  If you're coming second and 
fourth, it's not hard to sail down on top of the third place boat, slow him 
right down, stop him from tacking, sail him past the lay line or mark, or 
into the spectator fleet and get your mate through into second. Then 
the winning boat comes back to help his mate who's now last and the 
whole thing starts again.  The Commonwealth Liberty Championship is 
a fantastic idea.  
 

Mark Turnbull OAM—Gold Medallist, 2000 Olympics in 470’s 
Having sailed since the age of six and reaching the heights of an Olym-
pic Gold Medal at the Sydney Olympics, I thought I had seen most as-
pects of our sport. But recently I have been introduced to Sailability 
and Liberty dinghies which opens up sailing to everyone. This new 
boat offers a fantastic vehicle for all to compete on an equal basis and 
enjoy the sport of sailing. Immediately before the Commonwealth 
Games, Docklands Yacht Club is hosting the Commonwealth Liberty 
Championship in which sailors of all abilities, age and gender from 
around the Commonwealth will compete in a Teams Racing event. 
This will be unique event and I believe a first for the World. I cannot 
wait to be involved!!!  

Upcoming Regattas  

2004  
April 
13-17      Combined High Schools AD Regatta 
                Belmont 16 Ft Sailing Club 
                  Belmont NSW, AUSTRALIA 
                  luke@belmont16footers.com.au 
May 
1-2          NSW Access Dinghy C’ships 
                Sailability Narooma 
                  Wagonga Inlet, NSW  AUSTRALIA 
                  amethist@sci.net.au  
21-23        Singapore & Regions AD Racing 
               Skills Workshop 
               Singapore Disability Sports Council 
               alan.tan@sdsc.org.sg 
June 
18-19        2004 Nth American AD C’ships 
                  Erie Adaptive Sailing Experience  
                  Erie, Pennsylvania, USA 
                  jrayburg@svhs.org 
25-28        2004 UK Access Dinghy C’ships 
                  Whitefriars, Cotswold Water Park 
                  Gloucestershire GREAT BRITAIN 
                  peterwb49@hotmail.com 
July 
3-4          Rencontre Nationale Access  
               Dinghy 
                Centre Nautique de Feins , Bretagne 
                  idem,  FRANCE 
                lavoile.ensemble@wanadoo.fr 
August 
8                Canadian Access Dinghy C’ships 
                  Quinte Sailability, 
                  Quinte, Ontario 
                  d.w.fletcher@sympatico.ca 
October 
2-3          Australian & Inter’l AD C’ship 
                Belmont 16 Ft Sailing Club 
                  Belmont NSW, AUSTRALIA 
                  luke@belmont16footers.com.au 
23-24      Port Stephens Cup 
                  Grahamstown Dam, Medowie 
                  Sailability Port Stephens, NSW, AUS 
                  grahmerayner@hotmail.com 
November 
9-10          Pan Pacific Masters Games 
               Access Dinghy Competition 
               Southport Yacht Club Qld AUSTRALIA 
                  www.mastersgames.com.au 
                   

2005 (exploring the possibility) 
August   2005 IFDS Single Person Dinghy 
               World Championship pending  
               GREAT BRITAIN 
                  morleys@jrmorley.fsnet.co.uk 

2006 January     
TBA         Commonwealth Liberty C’ship 
               Waterfront City, Docklands 
                  Docklands Yacht Club, Melbourne 
                  AUSTRALIA 
                  steveb@tsis.com.au 

E X C I T I N G    A N  N O U N C E M E N T    F O R     
S A I L O R  S    W I T H    A    D I S I B I L I T Y 

             In March 2006, a new racing format for sailors with disabilities will 
be sailed at the Commonwealth Liberty Championships.  This regatta is 
scheduled to be held in the period after the Volvo Round the World yachts 
depart Melbourne and prior to the Melbourne Commonwealth Games.  The 
venue, Waterfront City, is a new facility constructed to host the Volvo yachts. 
              Between ten and fifteen teams are expected to enter from Com-
monwealth countries around the world.  The proposed format for the three 
person team is  likely to be  :- 
1 x Classification 1 (sailing full servo) 
1 x Classification 5 or less (sailing manual or partial servo) 
1 x Able Bodied or any Classification (sailing manual or partial servo) 
              This format will provide totally inclusive and exciting competition 
where sailors with and without disabilities compete as a team. 

2006 Commonwealth Liberty C’ship 

A NEW CONCEPT IN RACING FOR  PWD 


